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Many developers are already familiar with the basics of ASP.NET and have been impressed with its potential to ease the creation of Web applications. However, few resources exist for those looking to translate their knowledge of ASP.NET into tailored solutions for actual challenges developers face on a daily basis.

Enter ASP.NET Solutions-23 Case Studies, the authoritative guide for real-world solutions, design patterns, and best practices using the .NET framework and C# and VB .NET languages. Honed through training programs for seasoned developers, the book's case studies demonstrate how to build more than twenty different applications using various aspects of ASP.NET. Each chapter builds on those that came before, allowing readers to advance their programming skills by applying the technology to increasingly complex projects.

The applications in this book can save developers time and money by providing the foundation for applications such as:

	
    Use ADO.NET to create a technical support application-Chapter 4 

    
	
    Build an online store by creating custom server controls-Chapter 8 

    
	
    Use XML to create a guest book application-Chapter 9 

    
	
    Manage a dynamic ad banner using NT services-Chapter 12 

    
	
    Create a feedback tracking module using data mining-Chapter 15 

    
	
    Enable speech on the Web-Chapter 21

    


Developers are hungry to realize the full potential of the ASP.NET platform. ASP.NET Solutions-23 Case Studies moves beyond concepts to provide expertise gained in the trenches to help readers find effective solutions to common problems.
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Sustainability Issues in Environmental Geotechnics: Proceedings of the 2nd GeoMEast International Congress and Exhibition on Sustainable Civil ... Interaction Group in Egypt (SSIGE)Springer, 2018

	This edited volume deals with the attempts made by the scientists and practitioners to address contemporary issues in geoenvironmental engineering such as characterization of dredged sediments, geomaterials and waste, valorization of waste, sustainability in waste management and some other geoenvironmental issues that are becoming quite relevant...
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Kernel Methods for Pattern AnalysisCambridge University Press, 2004
'Kernel methods form an important aspect of modern pattern analysis, and this book gives a lively and timely account of such methods. ... if you want to get a good idea of the current research in this field, this book cannot be ignored.' SIAM Review  '... the book provides an excellent overview of this growing field. I highly recommend it to those...
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Cellular Proteins and Their Fatty Acids in Health and DiseaseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	In light of the increasing importance of these proteins and their ligands for our understanding of cellular growth, differentiation, and development, as well as of diseases such as obesity, insulin resistance, atherosclerosis, cancer, and inflammation, a team of internationally renowned editors and authors have compiled here the very first...
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Your Pro Tools StudioCourse Technology PTR, 2008
Making music is a challenge. Setting up a recording studio—no matter how small—takes hard work and thought. Learning how to use an advanced computer application like Pro Tools is tough. Deciding what to buy is daunting. Even when you figure out where all the menus and buttons are and what they theoretically do, you’ve got to put...
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A PhD Is Not Enough!: A Guide to Survival in ScienceBasic Books, 2011

	
		Despite your graduate education, brainpower, and technical prowess, your career in scientific research is far from assured. Permanent positions are scarce, science survival is rarely part of formal graduate training, and a good mentor is hard to find.

	
		In A Ph.D. Is Not Enough!, physicist Peter J. Feibelman lays...
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JUNOS Enterprise SwitchingO'Reilly, 2009
Charles Darwin once said, “I have called this principle, by which each slight variation, if useful, is preserved, by the term of Natural Selection.” This principle of evolution applies to business as well as to nature. Individuals, companies, and industries evolve and compete with one another in preparation for the future.
...
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